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While the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will start taking data in 2009, a

machine upgrade to achieve a much higher luminosity is being developed:

Superluminous-LHC (sLHC) � Lpeak = 1035 cm-2 s-1

Starting around 2018, it will have 5000 fb-1 of integrated luminosity in 10

years of operation.

As radiation damage scales with integrated luminosity, the particle physics

experiments at the SLHC will need to be equipped with a new generation of

radiation hard detectors. This is of particular importance for the

semiconductor tracking detectors located close to the interaction region,

where the highest radiation dose occur. An intensive R&D program,

involving many particles physics groups , is underway to develop silicon

sensors with sufficient radiation hardness.

Silicon detectors with n-type strips on a p-type bulk (n-on-p) are the most

promising candidates to replace the current p-on-n strip detectors in the

tracker system in the ATLAS experiment.

ALIBAVA SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

INTRODUCTION
P-TYPE DETECTORS

Compact and portable system consisting of:

1. Mother Board (MB)

The Software part controls the whole system (configuration, calibration and 

acquisition)  and generates an output file for further data processing.
There are two analogue outputs at the mother board in order

to probe the analogue output signal of each Beetle chip 

A new batch of R&D sensors called ATLAS07 have been fabricated in 150mm wafers at Hamamatsu (HPK) in Japan.

N+ strip isolation were implemented in six different zones and with and without an additional p-spray doping.

RD ’s: 

• n-Strip Isolation

• Wide/Narrow metal effect

• Wide/Narrow pitch effect

ρ~6.5KΩcm Thickness ~ 320 µm<100>High-resistivity N-on-P FZ silicon                             

Irradiations:

Neutrons at the Reactor Centre of Josef Stefan Institute at Ljubljana (Slovenia)

• Doses:  2, 5, and 10 x 1014 neutrons/cm2

Protons at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) in Tohoku University (Japan)      

• Doses: 2.3, 6, and 13 x 1014 1MeV equivalent neutrons/cm2 with 70MeV protons.

16 sensors tested:

For  neutron damage evaluation: 

• 1(non-irradiated) +3 (for every dose) only with p-stop.

• batch repeated  with sensors with additional p-spray.

For proton damage evaluation :

•1(non-irradiated) +3 (for every dose) only with p-stop.

• batch repeated  with sensors with additional p-spray.       

ALIBAVA SYSTEM

ALIBAVA acquisition system is a Beetle based system to read

out the signals produced in microstrip silicon detectors by

illuminating them with radiation sources.

This new development comes up from the need of read out

irradiated microstrip sensors at the expected doses and

with a similar front end electronic as they will be at the SLHC

experiments.

Measurements are carried out with both p-type and n-type

silicon sensors and for non-irradiated and irradiated and

also with different sizes (1 and 3 cm2).

Hamamatsu Sensor 1 cm2

Mask design 

Isolation Technologies 

HOW TO USE ALIBAVA SYSTEM

Used with 2 different set-ups:

� Radiactive Source (90Sr):  

• External trigger input from one or two photomultipliers

in coincidence. These inputs are discriminated using a 

discrimination level.

� Laser Source (Near Infrared , 1060nm):

• Synchronized trigger output generated internally for

exciting a pulse generator which will drive the laser 

source.Independent power supply

Low DC Voltage(5V) 

Source

Mother

Board

Daughter

Board

Detector

1. Mother Board (MB)

2. Daughter Board (DB)  connected by flat cable.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MB: 

• controls the hardware part. 

• processes the trigger signals and the analogue data that comes from

the readout chips (by FPGA which interprets and executes the orders).

• communicates with a PC via USB.

The DB contains the Analogue front-end: Two Beetle chips in parallel mode

256 input channels (128 per chip)

peaking time: 25ns

output dynamic range ~ ±110 000 electrons

It has pitch adaptor and detector support

to interface the sensor.

3 types of fanins (multiple wire bonding, up 

to 100)

And it has a thermistor (NTC) for sensing

the temperature close to the chips.

The digitized data  is processed by the

software and stored.

The output data file is analized with

ROOT macros (or any other language

you prefer)

to probe the analogue output signal of each Beetle chip 

before they are digitized. They can be connected to an

Oscilloscope. 

TAKING DATA: 

For more detailed information:

https://twiki.ific.uv.es/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/ALiBaVa
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For Radiactive Source setup, measurements are only necessary for a few bias voltages. They are used to the calibration of the laser beam.

For the same bias voltage, we compute:  

(non-irradiated sensor)

Also,  it is necessary to normalize the peak of the radiactive source at 24000 electrons: (non-irradiated sensor)

Signal corresponding to an event: 

ADC Counts vs channel number.

With pedestal correction

Trigger

Output signal

FINAL RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

MEASURING AN IRRADIATED DETECTOR:

We have to operate the system inside freezer at -30ºC   � Gain depends on the temperature, so a in-situ calibration is required.

Also,  it is necessary to normalize the peak of the radiactive source at 24000 electrons:

The Qmean is the mean collected charge on the plateau in the collected charge vs bias curve.

(non-irradiated sensor)

We have to use the calibration at 20ºC !!! 

And…

Gain correction factor (outside-inside a 

freezer): 

(with a non-irradiated sensor)

For the laser data with irradiated

detectors:

Qcal is the collected

charge in electrons

with the calibration

(ADC/electrons

conversion)

Qcorrected =

Rcal x R24 x Rsrc x Qcal

Measurements of collected charge vs bias voltage carried out with the ALIBAVA system at IFIC (Valencia).

ATLAS07 sensors irradiated with Protons and Neutrons

The ATLAS07 performance is as expected.

There is a good agreement between

measuremtns with P-stop isolation and  P-stop 

with an additional P-spray isolation.

The damage on the sensor is harder with

neutrons than with proton irradiation .

Nevertheless,  the detectors have a  good

operation at such high radiation doses.

For instance, at the highest doses at 600V, the

measured signal is 15Ke- with protons and 10Ke-

with neutrons
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Graphs without the correction factor R24


